A DELICIOUS HOTEL & RESTAURANT… DO YOU DARE TO DISCOVER IT TOO?

Located in Monroyo, or Mont-Roig de Tastavins if you prefer is situated at some 857 metres above sea level in the
heart of the Matarraña region, Teruel, it is a very singular hotel located in one of the most beautiful and
undiscovered regions of Spain; the Matarraña, is a province of Aragón although situated in Teruel. It is on the
border with Castellón and Tarragona. Its charm lies instead in the harmony of its natural landscapes, pine forests,
almond and olive groves.

Consolación opened its doors in 2009. it is a very singular hotel that perfectly combines tradition, modernity,
comfort and nature. Built next to a hermitage of the S.XVI, offers a good fun quiet if you like, inspired by the
architecture of Craig Ellwood; a mix of the Germanic rationalism of Mies Van der Rohe and the youthful hippy cool of
Southern California.

The hotel has received numerous awards for design and architecture and is recommended by major national and
international guide tourism. It is ideal for those who are passionate about nature. Hiking, bike routes, canyoning,
kayaking and the starting point for lovers of Medieval History, Prehistory, El Camino de Santiago, the Art ...

You visit somewhere and you fall in love. And you never want to leave … a unique space ready to be the scene of
the highlights. Do you dare to discover it too?

CONSOLACIÓN. A DELICIOUS HOTEL
Carretera Nacional 232, km 96
44652 Monroyo
Matarraña, Teruel. España / Spain
tel. (+34) 978 85 67 55
info@consolacion.com.es
www.consolacion.com.es

ROOMS
Consolación has only twelve rooms. Two are on the first floor of the house belonging to the Ermita, a
building of baroque origins like the church itself. Ten of them are “kubes” not actually bedrooms but
individual kubes, fronted with natural pine and placed on a cliff edge. The access to the kubes is via a
natural garden carpeted with rosemary and thyme.
Room Cathegories:
 Kubes: (36 m2). Each of simply lined minimalism. The bathtub dug in the floor of black slate and it
faces a window wall which offers the most spectacular views. Kube is a roof to nature to enjoy the
most amazing sunsets. The Kubes 9 and 10 are different because they are attached. They are
perfect for a group or family but they can also be completely independent, just linked by a wall.
Furthermore Kube 10 is the only without chimney.


Nordic room: (53m2). Soft tones and Original Danish furniture which has been brought especially
from Berlin. Open fire and three windows from which to sit at and contemplate the mountains.
Lamps from Alvar Aalto, a desk and double shower bathroom complete room facilities.



Baroque room: 46m2. of explosive colors and fabrics which take their inspiration from the XIX
century. Lounge area with open fire. Edwardian style wardrobe and two windows with patio views.
Desk. Double shower bathroom.

Room Facilities:


















Large double bed (180 cm x 200 cm)
Egyptian cotton bedding Rivolta Carmignani.
Private Balcony. (Kubes)
A chimney, suspended in mid air. (Kubes, except Kube 10)
Armchairs
Mini-bar. (soft drinks and water included in price of room)
Bathtube (in Kubes)
Bathroom, with rain shower. (Kubes)
Towels and bathrobe made of cotton (450gr/m2).
Views of the natural surroundings from every angle and total privacy.
Toilettries from “Apivita”.
Soap and bath salts of aromatic herbs from Matarraña.
Plasma TV (20”).
Radio and i-Pod station.
Fold up desk.
Reading light.
Wi-fi.
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RESTAURACIÓN
Separated from the patio area by three large glass windows, the restaurant is probably our favourite space. It is
44m2 and seats 30 people. Wooden beams with lamps that fall and twist like Ivy. The natural theme is continued
with the Worden tables and is broken with a spectacular iron pew. Music plays softly in the background sometimes;
while at other times all that can be heard is the sound of relaxed conversation.
The kitchen is the temple belonging to our chefs, but also the only way to access the restaurant from indoors (how
we like to watch fresh food being prepared before our eyes!). There is also a brunch table which is opened on
special days and a fridge which is open to clients even when the chefs are resting.

SALAS
Meeting rooms from 2 to 50 people. For whatever event you may wish to undertake, our highly qualified personnel
will take care of every detail and will work with you in all aspects regarding organization to guarantee a memorable
experience.
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THE ERMITA
The “Ermita” is strictly not a space, but the source of our inspiration and the focal point of our hotel. We ask our
guests to contemplate it for a few minutes during their stay. The Ermita was constructed in the 18th Century and was
a reproduction of the original Ermita built in the 14th Century. It was extended in 1773 and again in 1903.
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OTHER SERVICES
 Lobby-Bar
 The Library
 The Playground
 The Garage
 Swimming pool and outdoor areas

WHAT TO DO IN CONSOLACIÓN
 Gastronomy: we offer cookery courses upon request using only products from the area.
 Wine/ Enology: wine tasting sessions. You can also visit the winery Venta D’Aubert (approximately 25
kms), the most prestigious in the area with unusual varieties like viognier or syrah, as well as some from
the Terra Alta region like Barbará Forés en Gandesa (approximately 60 kms) or in the Priorat region like
Clos de l’Obac (approximately 100 kms) with its characteristic terraces. The tasting sessions and visits
must be arranged in advance.
 Intensive English networking and networking for executives.
 Tour with picnic and barbecue included.

LOCATION – PLACES OF INTEREST
From CONSOLACIÓN you can go on short jaunts along our paths and terraces, dotted with rosemary and thyme.
or the different tourist routes
 Ermita de Santa Bárbara: In 45 minutes you can visit
 El Parrissal: A straightforward route, good for all ages
 Senderismo : GR-8 353 km. 15 stages
 Cycling: Back and forth Route Consolación – Torre de las Arcas
 Canyoning/Climbing: El Masmut
 Kayak: You can go canoeing in the reservoir at Pena. 30 kms.
 Sefarad and the imprint of Judais. The route of the Talmud
 Mont-Roig de Tastavins
 La Fresneda
 Valderrobres
 Morella 27 km
 Alcañiz medieval 41km
 Calaceite
 Beceite
 Alcañiz: GP circuit Motorland
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DIRECTIONS








For the AP7 / N 420 from Barcelona, Tarragona REUS
Departure 34. Address Reus airport
Roundabout. T-11 towards Tarragona / Reus / La Canonja
Join T-11 to N-420 direction Alcañiz.
(through Falset, Gandesa and Calaceite (107 km.))
A few 2 km last indication Valdealgorfa turn left on N-232, Castellón address
Follow up to kilometer 96, Consolación.
For the A 68 / N 232 from Zaragoza
Passing Alcañiz.
Follow up to kilometer 96, Consolación.
For the AP7 / N 232 from Valencia Castellón
Departure 43 (Peñiscola / N-340 / Benicarló / Vinaros)
N-340 atravesando Vinaròs.
Roundabout take exit 6 enlazando N-232.
Follow up to kilometer 96, Consolación.
Nearest Airports
Zaragoza 176km. 2h 13 minutes
Reus 141 km. 2h
Valencia 201 km. 2h 38 minutes
Barcelona 233 km. 2h 50 minutes
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